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Abstract - This paper applies the regression discontinuity design. the select to data for developed countries and emerging 
market countries from 1994 -2014. And use the Kyoto meeting as the policy time point to analyze the impact of carbon 
policies on economic and energy consumption. with the Kyoto Protocol as the policy point of the time ，the impact of 
carbon policies on economic and energy consumption was analyzed. These results confirm that the first phase of the Kyoto 
Protocol (2005-2012), there was a significant impact between carbon emissions, energy consumption, and the economy in 
developed and emerging market countries. The results presented in this paper will help reduce carbon emissions, provide 
policymaker with reference suggestions, and ensure the sustainable economic development of developed countries and 
emerging market countries. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Energy is an important investment in the global 
economic development. Global warming has become 
one of the most pressing environmental problems in 
this era.The main factor contributing to the 
greenhouse effect is the increase in carbon dioxide 
(CO 2) caused by energy consumption.In recent 
years, carbon pollution has become more 
serious.How to reduce carbon emissions and increase 
the utilization of energy has become a policy 
challenge facing both developed and emerging 
market countries, which is of great significance to the 
economic development and the improvement of the 
environment.To prevent global warming and its 
consequences, developed and emerging market 
countries signed and joined the Kyoto Protocol in 
1997.The Kyoto protocol aims to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. It has set up a timetable from 2006 and 
began to be formally implemented as the first 
commitment period in 2005-2012 years. 
We found that literature studies on the relationship 
between carbon emissions and energy consumption 
mainly have two aspects. The first is to study the role 
of income in environmental quality.Grossman and 
Krueger （ 1991). In the early stage of economic 
development, energy consumption caused 
environmental pollution. However, with the 
economic growth mainly in the tertiary industry, 
environmental pollution has been alleviated, and the 
environmental quality has improved. This 
relationship is known as the Kuznets Curve.The 
second is the Kyoto Protocol as a policy to study the 
effects of the Kyoto Protocol.The Kyoto Protocol was 
the 1997 UNFCCC Conference of the Parties 
(UNFCCC) held in Tokyo, Japan. More than 150 
countries participated in and passed the first 

international treaty to control and reduce greenhouse 
gases. The Kyoto Protocol entered into force in  
February 2005. (CNN, 2018) From 2005 to 2012, the 
average gas (GHG) dropped by an average of 5.2%. 
Since the "Kyoto Protocol" came into effect, there 
has been controversy. Christian and Ralph (2017) 
believe that the impact of Annex B of the Kyoto 
protocol on emission reduction is minimal, and it also 
demonstrates the challenge of assessing carbon 
emissions policies at the national level. Finus (2008) 
believes that the theory about the climate convention 
may produce disappointing results globally. 
 
The contribution of this paper is the first article to 
study the effect of carbon emission policies on energy 
consumption in developed and emerging market 
countries using regression discontinuity design.in the 
empirical analysis, it is found that the carbon 
emission policy has a significant impact on the 
economy and energy consumption and provides 
policy makers with the basis for subsequent policy 
development. 
 
II. METHODS AND DATA  
 
2.1 Data 
All data are from the World Bank's 1994-2014. The 
empirical investigation uses annual data for 30 
countries. Selected developed countries (United 
States, South Korea, Japan, Germany, United 
Kingdom, Canada, Australia, France, Italy, 
Singapore, Denmark, Spain, Poland, Peru, 
Netherlands) Vs Emerging Markets countries (China, 
India, Russia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, 
Vietnam, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, South 
Africa, Iran, Pakistan, Brazil, Mexico).  
 
The variables under study are  GDP (Current us 
dollar), CO2 emission(kt),energy consumption E  
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(Energy use (ton of oil equivalent per capita).see 
table 1. 

Table 1: The Variable 

 
 
2.2 Regression Discontinuity Design 
Recent empirical studies in some economic fields, 
especially in the field of environment and energy. It is 
used the regression discontinuity design （RDD）for 
this paper, and time as a running variable and 
processing occurs in a discontinuous time. 
The local polynomial method uses only the 
observations near the cut-off point, and controls and 
treats the units separately, estimating the linear 
regression fit required.Specifically, this approach 
uses only observations that are between x h andx
h  , where h 0is some chosen bandwidth.Moreover, 
within this bandwidth, observations closer to xoften 
receive more weight than observations further away, 
where the weights are determined by a kernel 
function K ∙ .The local polynomial method can be 
formally understood and analyzed as non-parametric, 
in which case T is considered as an approximation of 
the unknown basic regression function within the area 
determined by the bandwidth used. 
The implementation of the local polynomial approach 
thus requires the choice of threemain ingredients: the 
kernel function K ∙ , the order of the polynomialp, 
and the bandwidthh. 
kernel for densityestimation The construction of a 
histogram from X1, X2,…, Xn goes as follows. Given 
an origin xo, and a bin-width h, the bins of a 
histogram are intervals [xo + mh; xo + (m + 1)h) for 
positive and negative integer m. The interval length is 
h. The histogram estimator is taken as: 
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The choice of bandwidth h is crucial to the analysis 
and interpretation of the RD design. It plays a crucial 
role in the outcome properties of the estimation and 
reasoning process. Empirical results are usually 
sensitive to the choice of this key adjustment 
parameter. Bandwidth controls the width of the 
neighborhood around the truncation of the local 
polynomial used to fit the approximate unknown 

regression function. Since empirical RD results tend 
to be sensitive to the choice of bandwidth, it is very 
important to choose h in a data-driven automatic way 
to avoid normative search and provisional decision 
making. In practice, the most popular method is given 
for polynomial orders and kernel functions. In the 
case, it is sought to minimize the MSE of the local 
polynomial RD point estimator. Since the estimated 
MSE is the sum of its squared deviation and variance, 
the method effectively selects h to optimize the 
deviation-variance trade-off. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Based on the above model, all parameters are 
calculated by STATA software. In this section, we 
use the RDROBAST software package for RD point 
estimation and reasoning. Local polynomial 
bandwidth selection, RD point estimation and 
reasoning are implemented in a completely internally 
consistent manner. We have constructed two groups, 
the developed countries and the emerging market 
countries. 
 

Table2: developed countriess harp RD estimation using local 
polynomial regression 

Note: Y1=CO2/GDP, T=time, c=cut off 
 
As shown Table 2 the developed countriesCO2/GDP 
local linear RD effect estimateis 3.1e-07, and the 
robust 95% confidence interval ranges from 2.2e-07 
to3.9e-07 very similar to the effect. which is 
estimated within the MSE-optimal bandwidth of 
3.494, the robust P-value is 0.000, by LSO within an 
ad-hoc bandwidth of 0.5.The empirical results 
indicate that the developed countrieshave significant 
impacts on carbon emissions and GDP in 2009. 
From Figure 1, we can see the relationship between 
carbon emissions and GDP in developed countries for 
1994-2014 years, and developed countries have a 
significant decline in carbon emissions during the 
implementation of the Kyoto commitment 
(1997~2012). In 2009, the policy implications were 
most obvious, as a total of 183 countries adopted the 
treaty, and the developed countries were the first to 

                                                                                
            Robust       -          -     7.3074   0.000    2.2e-07      3.9e-07
      Conventional    3.1e-07    4.2e-08  7.3074   0.000    2.2e-07      3.9e-07
                                                                                
            Method     Coef.    Std. Err.    z     P>|z|    [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                
Outcome: y1. Running variable: t.

         rho (h/b)       0.543       0.543
       BW bias (b)       3.494       3.494
       BW est. (h)       1.896       1.896
    Order bias (q)           2           2
    Order est. (p)           1           1
Eff. Number of obs          15          30            VCE method    =         NN
     Number of obs         225          90            Kernel        = Triangular
                                                      BW type       =      mserd
   Cutoff c = 2009   Left of c  Right of c            Number of obs =        315

Sharp RD estimates using local polynomial regression.

. rdrobust y1 t,c(2009)
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implement it. 

 
Figuer1: The developed countries CO2/GDP cutter point in 

2009. 
 
Table 3 shown the developed countries CO2/GDP 
local linear RD effect estimate is 149.68, and the 
robust 95% confidence interval ranges from 58.5302 
to 240.84. which is estimated within the MSE-
optimal bandwidth of 3.449, the robust P-value is 
0.001, by LSO within an ad-hoc bandwidth of 0.5The 
empirical results indicate that the developed countries 
have a significant impact on carbon emissions and 
energy consumption in 2009. 

 
Table 3: developed countriessharp RD estimation using local 

polynomial regression 

 
Note: Y2=CO2/EC, T=time, c=cut off 
 

Figure 2 shows the relationship between 1994-2014 
years of carbon emissions and energy consumption in 
developed countries, which shows that the 
implementation of the carbon policy after 2009 has 
reduced energy consumption. 

 
Figuer2: The developed countries CO2/ECcut point in 2009. 

As shown Table 4 the Emerging Marketscountries 
CO2/GDP local linear RD effect estimate is 1.0e-06, 
and the robust 95% confidence interval ranges from 
7.7e-07 to 1.3e-07 very similar to the effect. which is 
estimated within the MSE-optimal bandwidth of 
3.777, the robust P-value is 0.000, by LSO within an 
ad-hoc bandwidth of 4.5.The empirical results 
indicate that the Emerging Marketscountries have 
significant impacts on carbon emissions and GDP in 
2007. 
 

Table 4: emerging countries sharp RD estimation using local 
polynomial regression 

 
Note: Y1=CO2/EC, T=time, c=cut off 
 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the 1994-
2014-year carbon emissions and GDP in emerging 
market countries, which shows that the 
implementation of carbon policy has a significant 
impact on GDP after 2007. 

 
Figuer3: The emerging markets countries CO2/GDPcut point 

in 2007. 
 

Table 5shown in the Emerging Markets countries 
CO2/EC local linear RD effect estimate is 718.44, 
and the robust 95% confidence interval ranges from   
62.1471 to 1374.74 very similar to the effect. which 
is estimated within the MSE-optimal bandwidth 
of3.432, the robust P-value is 0.032, by LSO within 
an ad-hoc bandwidth of 4.55The empirical results 
indicate that the Emerging Markets countries have 
significant impacts on carbon emissions and energy 
consumption in 2009. 

                                                                                
            Robust       -          -     3.2185   0.001    58.5302       240.84
      Conventional    149.68     46.508   3.2185   0.001    58.5302       240.84
                                                                                
            Method     Coef.    Std. Err.    z     P>|z|    [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                
Outcome: y2. Running variable: t.

         rho (h/b)       0.533       0.533
       BW bias (b)       3.449       3.449
       BW est. (h)       1.838       1.838
    Order bias (q)           2           2
    Order est. (p)           1           1
Eff. Number of obs          15          30            VCE method    =         NN
     Number of obs         225          90            Kernel        = Triangular
                                                      BW type       =      mserd
   Cutoff c = 2009   Left of c  Right of c            Number of obs =        315

Sharp RD estimates using local polynomial regression.

. rdrobust y2 t,c(2009)

                             
            Robust       -          -     8.1675   0.000    7.7e-07      1.3e-06
      Conventional    1.0e-06    1.2e-07  8.1675   0.000    7.7e-07      1.3e-06
                                                                                
            Method     Coef.    Std. Err.    z     P>|z|    [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                
Outcome: y1. Running variable: t.

         rho (h/b)       0.488       0.488
       BW bias (b)       3.777       3.777
       BW est. (h)       1.844       1.844
    Order bias (q)           2           2
    Order est. (p)           1           1
Eff. Number of obs          15          30            VCE method    =         NN
     Number of obs         195         120            Kernel        = Triangular
                                                      BW type       =      mserd
   Cutoff c = 2007   Left of c  Right of c            Number of obs =        315

Sharp RD estimates using local polynomial regression.

. rdrobust y1 t,c(2007)
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Table 5: emerging countries sharp RD estimation using local 
polynomial regression 

 
Note: Y2=CO2/EC, T=time, c=cut off 
 

Figure 4 shows the relationship between carbon 
emissions and energy consumption in emerging 
market countries over the past 1994-2014 years, 
showing that energy consumption was reduced in 
2009 as a policy break point. 

 
Figuer4: The emerging markets countries CO2/EC cut point in 

2009. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study applies the latest RDD design used to 
evaluate policies in the economic field. Before and 
after the implementation of the carbon policy in 
developed and emerging market countries was 
compared, and the “Kyoto Protocol” was used as the 

time for policy implementation. As expected, the data 
showed that in the first phase of policy 
implementation, developed countries and emerging 
market countries had a significant impact in 
2009.Although the empirical results show that the 
implementation of carbon policies has an impact on 
the environment, this effect is small and there is still 
room for improvement. The governments of various 
countries should formulate more reasonable and 
detailed carbon policies based on their own situation. 
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            Robust       -          -     2.1456   0.032    62.1471      1374.74
      Conventional    718.44     334.85   2.1456   0.032    62.1471      1374.74
                                                                                
            Method     Coef.    Std. Err.    z     P>|z|    [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                
Outcome: y2. Running variable: t.

         rho (h/b)       0.532       0.532
       BW bias (b)       3.432       3.432
       BW est. (h)       1.826       1.826
    Order bias (q)           2           2
    Order est. (p)           1           1
Eff. Number of obs          15          30            VCE method    =         NN
     Number of obs         225          90            Kernel        = Triangular
                                                      BW type       =      mserd
   Cutoff c = 2009   Left of c  Right of c            Number of obs =        315

Sharp RD estimates using local polynomial regression.

. rdrobust y2 t,c(2009)


